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In 1908 Hadamard [2] raised the question: if u is the solution of

/ d2        d2\2
I-1-J u = p
\dx2       dy2/

in a region R with u = du/dn = 0 on the boundary of R, does the re-

striction £j=0 imply that w = 0? Duffin, [l], showed that it is possible,

when R is an infinite strip, to construct solutions for this problem

which oscillate in sign infinitely often, where p is non-negative every-

where and zero outside a finite subset of R. Loewner [4] and Szego

[5] have constructed other examples showing this same kind of be-

havior. In this paper we consider a finite difference analogue of

Duffin's problem, but prove results analogous to his for a general class

of partial difference equations, of which the biharmonic equation is a

special case.

Let u(x, y) satisfy a linear partial difference equation of the form:

v m

(1) Lu(x, y) = J^    2L, cau(x + i, y + j) = 0
i=—r   j=—m

ior all integral (x, y) in the strip S^: OfkyfkN, xSiO. The boundary

values of u for — mfky<0 and for N<yflN+m are assumed to be

zero, and those for — vfkx<0, O^y^N are arbitrary real numbers.

The coefficients c,y are assumed to be real constants, and Cy = cf,_y. Let

Cy,0 Cytl •   '   '  CVlN

Cv,-1        Cp,0 '   '   -  C,,N— 1

. AO,

C,,—N      C,-N+l   ■   ■   •  C„,o

where c,y = 0 if \i\ >v or \j\ >m. Then the solution u(x, y) is uniquely

determined by its boundary values and by its values for Ofkxfkv — 1,

OfkyfkN. These values are assumed to be real, and u(x, y) is then

real for all (x, y) in the strip Sn-

Let Eu(x, y) =u(x + l, y), Qj(E) = XX--* djE1, and let the partial
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difference equation (1) be thought of as a system of ordinary differ-

ence equations in u(x, 0), u(x, 1), ■ ■ ■ , u(x, N). We then have, for

each integer y in [0, A7],

A(E)u(x, y) = 0, x ^ 0,

where

QoiE)      QiiE)       ■ ■ ■ QN(E)

Q-iiE)    QoiE)       ■ ■ ■ QN-iiE)

(2) A(E) = •

Q-N(E)    Q-n+i(E) ■ ■ ■ Qo(E)

Let the distinct roots of the equation A(z) =0 be z = n, r2, • • • , rK,

and let these roots have multiplicities 1+si, I+S2, • • • , 1+sjc re-

spectively. We shall refer to these roots as the characteristic roots of

the operator L for the strip S.y. Then

K  M        t x
(3) u(x, y) = £ £ a„,x r„,

p—1 ts—O

where the coefficients apr are functions of y.

We shall be particularly concerned with operators L whose char-

acteristic roots are all nonreal and take up first a sufficient condition

for an operator to have this property. Let

(4) Kr, 6) =   £  Qjir)eW = Qoir) + 2 £   ft-(r) cos/0.
;-N j=l

Theorem 1. If, for every real number r,f(r, 0) is non-negative and not

identically zero for O^0^2x, then the characteristic roots of the operator

L are all nonreal.

Proof. Let Z>(r, £) be the Toeplitz form corresponding to fir, 0),

(5) Dir, S)=—f "fir, 6) \ T(|, 0) \2d6 = £ £ Q^ir)Ui,
2x J 0 i-o i-o

where T(l~, 0) = £f_0 £kem, §* real. Then, for any real r, this quadratic

form is positive definite, and therefore its determinant cannot be

zero, i.e.: A(r)^0.

Theorem 2. Let Li and L2 be two operators of the form defined by

(1), and let fi(r, 0) andf2(r, 0) be the corresponding functions defined by

(4). Then the function defined by (4) for the operator LiL2 is fif2, pro-
vided N is sufficiently large.
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Proof. Let

Li(u, y) =   £ Qj  (E)u(x, y +j),
j=^ml

Ltu(x,y) =   £ Q?(E)u(x,y+j),
j——m2

and let $" = 0 for |j| >mi, Gf> = 0 for |j'| >m2. Then

£x£^(*,y) =   E Qil\E)   Z gr(£)«(*,y + *+i)
y«m—Tn i A=—mo

=      E     Q,(£)«(*, y + I),
t— (mi+m2)

where <2i(-E) = 2/+*-* Cf'CiP.  Hence,  if N^mi+m2,  the  function
/(r, 5) defined by (4) for the operator Z1Z2 is given by

f(r,0)=   ±Qt(r)eM=   £     EftYV"=/,/,
/=—co l=—aa    j+k—l

The usual difference operator, L(a\ arising from Laplace's equa-

tion is defined by

L     u(x,y) =  E Qi    (E)u(x,y+j),
i—l

where QlQm =E"1-4+£, ^ = (2^ = 1. The usual operator Z<B> aris-

ing from the biharmonic equation is taken equal to L(H) , and

2

L   u(x, y) = E ft (£)«(*. y + i)>
;'—a

where   Co =£-2-8£-1 + 20-8£+£2,   <21B = ^1 = 2£-1-8+2£,   <22B
-#.-1.

Theorem 3. /Ae characteristic roots of the biharmonic operator are

nonreal for all values of N.

Proof. For N^2, the result follows from Theorems 1 and 2 and

the fact that the biharmonic operator is the square of the harmonic

operator. For N = 0, 1 the determinants A(r) defined by (2) become

A0(r) = p2 - 8p + 18

and

Ai(r) = (p2 -&p+ 18)2 - (2p - 8)2 = (p2 - 6p + 10) (p2 - 10p + 26)
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respectively, where p = r+l/r^2, and it is obvious that A0>0, Ai>0

for real r.

Let us assume that the characteristic roots of an operator L for

the strip Sn are all nonreal. For any fixed integer y in [0, N] let any

real solution (3) of (1) be written in the form

(6) u(x, y) = £ pl(qae'X ° + qae '  "),
a—l

where pi=ip2^ ■ ■ ■ pz>0, and where, for each a, O<0a<x, and qa

is a polynomial in x not identically zero. Let A S: 1 be the integer

such that pi=p2= • • • =Pk and either k = l or pk>pk+i- Then

u(x, y) = Pi    £ (qae""" + qae-ixe«) + o(l) as x-> oo,

the numbers 0i, 02, ■ • • , 0* being distinct. Let p. be the maximum

degree of the polynomials qa, l^a = k. Then

(7) «(*, y) = PlV r £ icae<*°° + cae~^) + o(l)~|,

where Ci, c2, • • ■ , ck are constants, not all zero.

Theorem 4. 7/ /Ae characteristic roots of the operator L in the strip

Sn are all nonreal, then the solution of (1), for each y in [0, N], will

change sign infinitely many times as x—> w.

Proof. For any fixed y in [0, N] let u(x, y) be expressed by (7). Let

k

T(x) = £ (caefa8« + cae-^').

a-l

For any e>0 let Ic be the set of positive integers v for which there

exist corresponding integers va such that

| vOa — 2x1^ I   < e, a = 1, 2, ■ • • , A.

For any e>0, I, contains infinitely many members, (see [3, p.

169]), and if vEL,

k

(8) | T(x) - Tix + v) |   < Ce,        C = 2 £ | ca \ .
a=l

For any positive integer A, let us suppose that there are no sign

changes in J"(x) for x^A, say J"(x) 2:0 for x — A. Choose x0^A such

that  r(x0)>0,  and let e=(l/2C)r(x0).  Then   r(x)>2~ir(x0)  for
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x = x0+v, vEL and £^.4 T(x)—*» as M—■><*>. This, however, is a

contradiction, since

M 2C
£ T(x)   g , 0= Min {<?«},
i-a I 1 — ejB I «

for all Af. The assumption 7\x) ^ 0 for x = A also leads to a contra-

diction. Hence, for any A, T(x) must change sign at least once, and

consequently an infinite number of times, for x^A.

Let T(xo) >0, e= (l/2C)r(x0). Then, from (7), u(x0+v, y) >0 for all

sufficiently large values of v in It. In the same way we show that

there must exist exist infinitely many values of x such that u(x, y) <0.

Returning to Hadamard's question stated in the first paragraph,

let us assume that u satisfies the partial difference equation Lu = p

in the doubly infinite strip O^y^N and that w = 0 for — m^y<0

and N<y^N+m. If the characteristic roots of L in the strip Sn are

nonreal and if p(x, y) =0 for x — 0, then, by Theorem 4, u(x, y) oscil-

lates in sign infinitely often as x —»00. This is true regardless of the

values of p(x, y) for x<0.
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